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IELTS 

IELTS
TOEFL

Gao Kao
How much did he forget? 



Effective to 
pass a test....

but



Test Based Learning 



The Forgetting Curve

proximal development 

pre-teach Lexical approach

decay theory test based teaching 

rote learning 
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The Exposure Problem
Kids don't see or hear 
enough English

Language needs to go in 
before it can come out 



Stages of learning new lexis

Exposure Notice Understand Practice Use 



Stages of learning new lexis

Exposure Notice Understand Practice Use 

Before Class During Class After Class 

This takes time!



Setting Contexts



Setting Contexts 

Set contexts 

• What can you see? 
• What can you hear?
• What can you smell? 



Telling a story 
do an example 



Telling a story 
do an example 

One day, we had a party!
All my friends came.
This is John, he is happy 
but his brother is angry. 
This is my sister, she is
 very excited but her 
friend is sad.



Set contexts

Presented in context 
More motivating 
Receptive language 
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What do you know about the 
Lexical Approach? 



Michael Lewis 1993

• understand and produce lexical phrases as chunks. 
• instruction focuses on fixed expressions that occur 

frequently in dialogues, 
• Vocabulary is prized over grammar 
• Helps with “sounding natural” 

Chunks of language 
Collocations 

Lexical Approach 



Which ones have issue? 

elegant dog

silly monkey

handsome girl  

yummy cake 

yummy cake 



You are already doing it.....
How are you?  
I'm good, what about you? 

How + are + you?   

verb
second person 
singular present and 
first, second, third 
person plural 
present of be.

adverb pronoun



https://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/article/lexical-approach-1-what-does-lexical-approach-look

'Lexical chunk' is an umbrella term which includes all the other 
terms. We define a lexical chunk as any pair or group of words 
which are commonly found together, or in close proximity.

Collocation: two words 'habitually' seen/used together  
adjective+noun 
verb + online 



Lexical Chunks 
(that are collocations)

totally convinced
strong accent

terrible accident
sense of humour
sounds exciting
brings good luck

Lexical Chunks 
(that are not collocations)

by the way
up to now

upside down
If I were you

a long way off
out of my mind

https://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/article/lexical-approach-1-what-does-lexical-approach-look

Lexical Chunks 
(that are collocations)

totally convinced
strong accent

terrible accident
sense of humour
sounds exciting
brings good luck

Lexical Chunks 
(that are not collocations)

by the way
up to now

upside down
If I were you

a long way off
out of my mind



accent 

strong



accent 

strong

terrible

natural

little bit of an

strange





red

green

juicy

rotten delicious

yummy

crunchy

crispyshiny
silly

funny

funny

incredible

fancy

blue 

flying 





Collocation activity 
I've just started teaching ____________

The Lexical Approach had a strong ________ on me 

That's the ________ dog I have ever seen 



Collocation activity 
I've just started teaching online

The Lexical Approach had a strong influence on me 

That's the biggest dog I have ever seen 
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The Frequency Problem

Kids don't repeat 
and recycle 
vocabulary enough 

f

The Frequency Problem



The Frequency Problem

We need to repeat 
and recycle 
vocabulary  

1880 to 1885, Hermann Ebbinghaus



Decay Theory 
Decay theory suggests that unless we use the 
information that is stored regularly, it will slowly 
disappear from our memory.

 A second theory suggests that information in fact 
stays in our memory, but we are unable to reach it. 



Cue-dependent forgetting 

• subjects forgot lists of learnt words but could remember 
them if they were given appropriate information to help 
them recall. 

• With a cue, ('It's a fruit' when they were trying to remember 
the word 'pear') students' performance was greatly 
enhanced.



Available on

Phone 
Tablet 

PC





Adjectives





Parents and teachers can see 
specific lexical items that each 
individual student needs more 
focus on. ys 



Teachers can see which lexical 
items their whole class is doing 
well with or needs work on. s 



Words scramble 

• Write words from your lesson on 
the board in random places.

• In pairs, students create new 
sentences. 



apples 

elephants 

monkeys  
tables

jump
danceeat 

trees

jelly

red

Create the longest sentence  



What's missing?



Role Call - Review Vocab 

Cat!
Monkey Dragon

Elephant

Dog

Pegasus Chicken
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Zone of Proximal Development  

Input + 1
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yellow

red

blue

orange

pink



yellow

red

blue

orange

pink



The +1 is the cognitive skill
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Use your desk!



f i s h

Use blocks!



Get involved in the learning 

The more parents can 
integrate what their child 
did online the better



To Pre-teach or not Pre-teach?

Lexical sets or not? 

How many words in a lesson?



Don't teach 
Left and Right on the same day



Find the word in the book



Final thoughts! 



Set meaningful contexts
Recycle and repeat 
Use what is off camera
Use offline techniques online 
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